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Heritage Week offers the Lasallian community the opportunity to recognize the outstanding academic achievements of the University’s faculty and staff and to highlight their contribution to enhancing our academic reputation and standing. On March 16, 2015, La Salle University held its annual “Celebrating Faculty Achievement” reception. At this event we recognized notable achievements by the University Faculty in the areas of scholarship, University service, and commitment to the mission of Lasallian education.

What follows on subsequent pages is a selection of scholarly efforts by our faculty in 2013 and 2014.

**Honorees**

**Faculty Distinguished Scholarship Award**
Kevin Harty, Ph.D.
Professor
English

**Faculty Distinguished Service Award**
Nancy Jones, Ph.D.
Professor
Integrated Science, Business, & Technology

STEPHEN ANDRILLI, Mathematics and Computer Science, served as a referee for both Mathematics Magazine and for The Pentagon (magazine of Kappa Mu Epsilon, Mathematics Honor Society).


MARY ELLEN BALCHUNIS, Political Science, was a candidate for U.S. Congress in Pennsylvania's 7th Congressional District.


JOHN BEATTY, English, with student Jonathan Matos (DArt 2014) presented “Post-Television News: Perceptions of Three Forms of Online Video Production” at the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication Conference.

KATHLEEN A. BOGLE, Sociology and Criminal Justice, and a co-author published Kids Gone Wild: From Rainbow Parties to Sexting, Understanding the Hype Over Teen Sex with New York University Press.


HUNTLY COLLINS, Communication, moderated “Up South”, a panel discussion at Dan Rodden Theatre commemorating the 50th anniversary of Freedom Summer and passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

BROTHER JOHN M. CRAWFORD, Religion, served as one of three presenters for the inaugural sessions of the Brother John Johnston Institute of Contemporary Lasallian Practice, a three-year program of study for people working in Lasallian ministries in the United States and Canada.

MARIANNE DAINTON, Communication, received the top paper award for Spirituality, Religiosity, and Relationship Maintenance in African-American couples, which was presented to the Eastern Communication Association.


LAURA GAMBREL, Psychology, and a colleague published “Mindfulness-Based Relationship Education for Couples Expecting Their First Child” (Parts 1 and 2) in the Journal of Marital and Family Therapy.


EDIE GOLDBACHER, Psychology, and students presented a poster session, “Distress Intolerance: The Relationship Between Emotional Eating and Components of Distress Tolerance,” at the annual meeting of the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies.

RAYMOND P. KIRSCH, Mathematics and Computer Science, presented Using the Flipped Classroom Model at the Faculty Development Summer Institute: Powerful Technology Tools Series Session at La Salle University.
CARMEN E. LAMAS, Foreign Languages and Literatures, presented “Raimundo Cabrera’s New York Rendition of the Cuban War Memoir” at the International Latina/o Studies Conference in Chicago.

ELIZABETH LANGEMAK, English, published her poem, “Je Ne Sais Qua,” in Day One, Amazon.com’s weekly literary journal of work by emerging writers.

PAMELA LANNUTTI, Communication, published Experiencing Same-Sex Marriage: Individuals, Couples, and Social Networks with Peter Lang Publishing.

MARK C. LASHLEY, Communication, presented “Renovating, Spoofing, Shattering the Talk Show Form: Late Night Talkers in the Post-Television Era” at the Broadcast Education Association (BEA) annual convention.


BROTHER LEONARD MARSH, Foreign Languages and Literatures, presented “Rhetoric and Belief: Pascal and Bossuet in the Balance” at the 45th Annual Northeast Modern Language Association Convention.


BROTHER GERARD MOLYNEAUX, Communication, and Thomas MacLeod ’15 presented “Fair or Foul: Racism in Sports and Movies” to the La Salle University community.

DIANA P. F. MONTAGUE, Psychology, presented An Ecologically Valid Approach to Study Young Children’s Empathic Responses to Others’ Emotion States at the Society for Research in Child Development Special Topic Meeting.


RICHARD MSHOMBA, Economics, presented “Regional Economic Integration in Africa: Achievements and Challenges” at the Institute of African Development at Cornell University.

JOHN ROONEY, Psychology, published “The Stigma of Mental Illness” for The PSCP Times, a publication of The Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists.

FRANCIS J. RYAN, American Studies, served as session chair and commentator for ”(Don't) Make Yourself at Home: Immigrant Perspectives” at the Eastern American Studies Association Annual Conference.

NATHANIEL SIMMONS, Communication, published “We’re a Culture, Not a Costume”: Ethical Analysis of a College Student-led Organizations’ Anti-Racism Campaign in Public Voices.

ANTHONY PAUL SMITH, Religion, published a translation of François Laruelle’s Intellectuals and Power: The Insurrection of the Victim with Polity.

H. LYMAN STEBBINS, History, presented “Learning the Great Game: Knowledge, Empire, and the Qajar Borderlands” at the Conference of the International Society of Iranian Studies.

MICHAEL E. SUDE, Psychology, presented “Addressing Issues of Power and Privilege Through Self of the Therapist Supervision” at the American Family Therapy Academy 2014 Annual Meeting and Open Conference.


YANG WANG, Mathematics and Computer Science, received recognition as an Exemplary Reviewer for the IEEE Communication Letters Journal.


NATALIYA ZELIKOVSKY, Psychology, and colleagues published “Post-transplant Psychological Adjustment – The Later Years” in Pediatric Transplantation.

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

LESTER BARENBAUM


SUSAN BORKOWSKI

(Presentation): “Panel on Academic Research in Transfer Pricing and Relevance to the Practitioner,” Annual Transfer Pricing conference, University of San Diego School of Law.


JOSHUA BUCH

“Global Housing Affordability: A Country Comparison,” Real Estate Review.

SWEE-LIM CHIA


ELIZABETH COOPER


RITA DYNAN

(Presentation): “Integrative Teaching Approaches: Innovative Techniques in the Business Classroom,” Business Professor Teaching Summit, Drexel University’s Lebow College of Business.


SHARON HUA


PINGJUN JIANG


DAVID JONES

(Presentation): Sales Roleplays: Getting It Right the First Time education With Wireless Technology,” Business Professor Teaching Summit, Drexel University’s Lebow College of Business.
DENNIS KENNEDY

C. ANDREW LAFOND
“Promoting Experimental Learning in an Introductory Managerial Accounting Course,” *Accounting Instructors’ Report.*

BRUCE LEAUBY

MARYSHEILA MCDONALD

KATHLEEN MCNICHOL
“Leading the Way,” CPU Chaptergram.
(Grant): “Kemper Foundation Grant,” *James S. Kemper Foundation.*
(Grant): “Risk Manager in Residence Program,” *Spencer Educational Foundation.*

STEVEN MEISEL
“May I Speak With You, Mr. Wong? An exercise exploring the tension between respect and accuracy in providing corrective feedback,” *Journal of Organizational Behavior Education.*
(Presentation): “How Many Light Bulbs Does It Take To change a Professor? An Exploration of Humor in the Classroom,” *51st Annual Meeting of the Eastern Academy of Management.*
(Presentation): “MOOCs, Facebook, Linked-In, YouTube: Implications for the Future of Management Education,” *51st Annual meeting of the Eastern Academy of Management.*

CAROLYN PLUMP


KARTIKEYA PURANAM


KAREN REARDON


(Grant): “Brother Alfred Kelly Center for Social Justice Research Grant,” La Salle University.

KENNETH RHODA

“Global Housing Affordability: A Country Comparison,” Real Estate Review.

JOSEPH SELTZER

(Presentation): “A New Time for Pedagogical Journals: Demonstrating Impact in Ways Beyond Citation,” 41st Annual Organization Behavior Teaching Conference.

(Presentation): “Making a Role Play into a Virtual Experience,” 41st Annual Organization Behavior Teaching Conference.

(Presentation): “Presidential Address,” 41st Annual Organization Behavior Teaching Conference.

(Presentation): “Senior and Mid-career Consortium,” 41st Annual Organization Behavior Teaching Conference.


(Presentation): “Senior and Mid-career Consortium,” 51st annual Meeting of the Eastern Academy of Management.


(Proceedings): “Making a role Play into a Virtual Experience,” 41st Annual Organizational Behavior Teaching Conference.


KATHRYN SZABAT

(Book): Basic Business Statistics.


MADJID TAVANA


“A Self-Regulating Information Acquisition Algorithm for Preventing Choice Regret in Multi-Perspective Decision Making,” *Business and Information Systems Engineering.*


“A New Chance-Constrained DEA Model with Birandom Input and Output Data,” *Journal Of The Operational Research Society.*


“A Heuristic Methodology to Tackle the Braess Paradox Detecting Problem Tailored for Real Road Networks,” *Transportmetrica A: Transport Science.*

(Book): *Analytical Approaches to Strategic Decision Making: Interdisciplinary considerations.*

(Book): *Developing Business Strategies and Identifying Risk Factors in Modern Organizations.*

(Book): *Performance Measurement with Fuzzy Data Envelopment Analysis.*

ANN WALSH


KRISTIN WENTZEL


SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES

SUSAN ADAMS


JILLIAN BAKER


Selected as an Emerging Scholar for 2014 by Diversity Issues in Higher Education Magazine

Selected for the 2014 Cohort of Drexel University’s Top 40 Alumni under 40

PATRICIA BICKNELL

An Academic-Community Collaborative for Evidence-based Program Evaluation Safety Strategies for Nurses (Sigma Theta Tau International) Indianapolis November 16-17, 2013


KATHLEEN CZEKANSKI


ZUPENDA DAVIS


Received the Community Leader Red Ribbon Award, University of Pennsylvania Center for AIDS Research Community Advisory Board, December, 2013.


PATRICIA DILLON


AACN Leadership for Academic Nursing Program Fellowship. July, 2014


MARY ANN DUGAN


ELIZABETH EMERY


Emery, E, and Peikin, S. (2014, November) Nutrition, Malabsorption, and Maldigestion. Cooper Medical School of Rowan University, Camden, NJ.

Joan FRIZZELL

Cardiovascular Pharmacology - JNC 8 Update Academy of Medical Surgical Nursing Annual Meeting. Fall 2014
Diabetes Update 2013 Academy of Medical Surgical Nursing Annual Meeting Fall 2013
Drug Induced Pancreatitis. Academy of Medical Surgical Nursing Annual Meeting Fall 2013
Monthly Pharmacology Update Lectures for Roxborough Memorial Hospital Graduate Medical Education Programing. Invited Presentation - 2013 to present

Nurse Practitioner Role in Hospital Setting for Netherlands Nursing Exchange Program at La Salle University. Invited Presentation Spring 2013

HOLLY HARNER


Completed MBA, La Salle University School of Business

JULE ANNE HENSTENBURG


FRANCES DIANNA KINDER


JANE KURZ


LISA LAURA


KATHLEEN NEUMEISTER

2014: Nominated for Daisy Award at Shriners Hospital for Children ® Philadelphia

2014: Appointed to the Board of Special People in the Northeast (SPIN)

LETTY PIPER


DANIEL RODRIGUEZ


(with Niaura, R. and Stroud, L. “Characterizing maternal smoking during pregnancy,” poster presented at the 2013 annual meeting of the Society for Research on Nicotine and Tobacco in Boston, MA.


Statistician American Heart Association, “Using physical activity to reduce smoking cue-reactivity among low-income smokers preparing to quit smoking”, $144,000, 2013-2015

Co-investigator/biostatistician NIH-NCI, “The protective effects of physical activity on adolescent smoking progression (R01 CA126958), 2008-2013

JANET SMITH


ZANE WOLF


